
March 11, 2011

John Morton, Director
U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
500 12th Street. SW
Washington. DC 20536

RE: Policy for Resumed Removals to Haiti

Dear Director Morton,

We, the undersigned, strongly oppose ICE’s Proposed Policy for Resumed Removals to Haiti
because the removal of any Haitian national is premature and inhumane at this time. The
devastation caused by the earthquake that prompted the original suspension of removals persists,
compounded by the epidemic cholera outbreak, displacement of over a million persons, grim and
dangerous conditions of camp life, rampant child trafficking and servitude, violent and
unpredictable political riots throughout the country, and pervasive violence against displaced
persons – particularly gender-based violence against women and children. Together with
impunity for acts of violence due to the instability of the rule of law, the lack of effective control
by the government over these conditions, the impending elections which, based on prior patterns,
may further increase instability and violence, and the fragile country's total incapacity to
accommodate any volume of repatriation, these factors demonstrate that forcible return
undoubtedly poses grave risks to the basic human health and safety of those removed – even a
fatal risk, as is proven by the death of deportee Wildrick Guerrier.

Haiti’s fragile and, in many respects, worsening conditions, and the danger posed to persons
forcibly returned, are documented in many reports and statements by the U.S. State Department,
NGOs, the Inter-American Commission on Human Rights (IACHR) and other international
human rights bodies. For example, the U.S. State Department, in its Haiti Travel Warning of
January 20, 2011, “strongly urge[d] U.S. citizens to avoid all travel to Haiti unless essential and
only if … fully supported by organizations with solid infrastructure, evacuation options, and
medical support systems in place,” in light of Haiti’s “critical crime level, cholera outbreak,
frequent and violent disturbances in Port-au-Prince and in provincial cities, lack of adequate
medical facilities, and limited police protection.” Though ICE only recently resumed its
deportations to Haiti, Wildrick Guerrier’s death of cholera-like symptoms following his forced
return, stands as a shocking example of the very real danger this premature resumption of
deportations poses to human life. Cholera has already claimed the lives of over 4,000 Haitian
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nationals and is expected to sicken another 400,000 by the end of the year. Deportees with
criminal records like Guerrier are even more susceptible to cholera as they face detention upon
their return. Jail conditions for deportees, which federal courts and international human rights
observers had condemned well before the earthquake, have deteriorated further. For example,
Mr. Guerrier received no medical attention while incarcerated despite exhibiting signs of cholera.
While the State Department’s most recent Human Rights Report on Haiti was released prior to
the cholera outbreak, its analysis of deplorable conditions of detention in Haiti makes
unmistakable the risk of contracting cholera to which detained returnees would be vulnerable:

"Prisons and detention centers throughout the country remained overcrowded, poorly
maintained, and unsanitary. . . Many prison facilities lacked basic services such as
medical services, electricity, and medical isolation units for contagious patients. Many
prisons also periodically lacked water. Many prisoners and detainees suffered from a lack
of basic hygiene, malnutrition, and poor quality health care and illness caused by the
presence of rodents. . . In some prisons the incidence of preventable diseases such as
AIDS, malaria, and drug-resistant tuberculosis remained a serious problem..." U.S. State
Department, 2009 Human Rights Report: Haiti, March 11, 2010.

Moreover, Haiti and its people are themselves struggling against these worsening conditions,
attempting to meet basic human needs among chaos in order that they may eventually rebuild
their country. Haiti is in no condition to process and accommodate any forcible returnees at this
time, and premature deportations would only further strain recovery efforts. Given that Haiti has
simply not adequately recovered from this momentous catastrophe, we implore you to refrain
from resuming any deportations to Haiti yet.

If, in spite of these documented dangers, ICE chooses to resume deportations to Haiti, it should
first suspend deportations for a sufficient time to give full consideration to the legal issues
involved, including the duty to interpret and apply laws reasonably, and to meaningfully review
reports by the U.S. State Department, international human rights bodies and NGOs in order to
learn whether safe and stable conditions have returned to Haiti, particularly following the
upcoming elections. At the end of this suspension, should ICE determine that it can guarantee
deportations to Haiti would not endanger deportees’ lives or safety, it should draft a more
clearly-articulated policy specifying the precise categories of persons who will be at risk of
deportation to Haiti and the measures that will be taken to ensure their safety and ICE’s
compliance with the policy. At minimum, such a revised policy should mandate that ICE comply
with the following two measures, in their entirety, in order to protect the lives and safety of those
deported and limit the threats to the Haitian nation’s capacity to recover:

1) ICE should limit the persons susceptible to deportation to those who meet the
following three requirements:

a) The person has a final criminal conviction, within the meaning of INA
§101(a)(48)(A), for only the most severe category of aggravated felonies: murder;

and
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b) The person has no pending applications for any form of immigration relief –
including not only TPS but also applications for a stay of removal, deferred
action, or prosecutorial discretion;

and

c) ICE obtains advance assurances that the person’s life and health will not be
endangered by return to Haiti. These assurances should include verifiable
measures by the Haitian government to protect a removable person who has
compromised immunity against unsanitary conditions and exposure to cholera
upon return.

2) Prior to instituting any removals, ICE should establish a mechanism for timely
monitoring compliance with c) above by an independent, internationally-recognized
human rights NGO operating in Haiti that includes: an agreement by ICE to inform the
NGO before each removal of the identity and any contact information of each person to
be deported; and an agreement to assist the NGO in obtaining prompt access to deportees
and in publicly reporting on the health and safety of each deportee, including his or her
ability to locate shelter upon release from custody as well as allegations of torture,
serious illness or physical violence to a deportee. ICE should further agree to reconsider
its resumed removal policy in response to NGO reports of such harm to deportees.

We wish to emphasize the need for clear delineation of the measures ICE will take to ensure
deportees’ lives and safety are protected, and to ensure its own compliance with its revised
policy. The statement in the current proposed policy that “ICE is working in coordination with
the Department of State and the Government of Haiti, to resume removals in as safe, humane,
and minimally disruptive a manner as possible” is vague and does not reveal what steps ICE is
taking to this end. In any event, Mr. Guerrier’s death demonstrates that whatever measures were
implemented to try to ensure removals were undertaken in a safe and humane manner were
clearly insufficient.

The above recommended measures, while seeking to reduce the threat to human life and safety
posed by removals to Haiti, cannot fully assure the health and safety of those deported to Haiti
even under these protective conditions. While we recognize the legal mandate that necessitates
removal of detained aliens who are subject to final orders of removal, forcibly removing people
to Haiti now would be both a violation of human rights and an abdication of the duty to interpret
and apply the laws reasonably.

We strongly urge you to withdraw this unsound policy of resumed deportations. At a minimum,
we ask that you suspend deportations to Haiti for a sufficient period of time to meaningfully
review current reports by the State Department, international human rights bodies and NGOs, of
the conditions in Haiti, while you incorporate the measures outlined above, clearly delineating
the mechanism by which ICE’s compliance will be monitored, as recommended in point (2);
reissue the amended proposed policy and open it for comments for at least 30 days prior to
finalization, so that the Haitian community, immigrant attorneys and advocates, and community-
based organizations may respond to these revisions. Five days is an inadequate period for
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stakeholders to give sufficient legal analysis of, and draft a thoughtful and comprehensive
response to, any agency policy, and in particular a policy that puts human lives at risk.

While our organizations have collaborated on these comments in view of the time constraints of
the comment period, we ask that you please consider these comments as submitted separately by
each of the undersigned organizations. We thank you for this opportunity to submit comments
and for your thoughtful engagement with the Haitian community here in the U.S. and all of those
who work on their behalf. We look forward to continuing to engage with your agency on this
critical policy matter.

Sincerely,

Iris Gomez, Director
Virginia Benzan
Shannon Erwin
Immigrants Protection Project, Massachusetts Law Reform Institute

Elizabeth Badger, Visiting Assistant Professor
Boston University School of Law

Marjean A. Perhot, Director Refugee and Immigration Services Division
Catholic Charities Archdiocese of Boston

Sister Lena Deevy, Executive Director
Irish International Immigrant Center

Sarah Ignatius, Executive Director
Political Asylum and Immigrants Representation Project

[Additional signatures]

cc: U.S. Senator John Kerry, Massachusetts
U.S. Senator Scott Brown, Massachusetts
U.S. Representative John Olver, Massachusetts
U.S. Representative Richard Neal, Massachusetts
U.S. Representative Jim McGovern, Massachusetts
U.S. Representative Barney Frank, Massachusetts
U.S. Representative Niki Tsongas, Massachusetts
U.S. Representative John Tierney, Massachusetts
U.S. Representative Edward Markey, Massachusetts
U.S. Representative Michael Capuano, Massachusetts
U.S. Representative Stephen Lynch, Massachusetts
U.S. Representative Bill Keating, Massachusetts


